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Most of us think of a library as a place to find
information or a good place to find soli-
tude for study. Increasingly, digital infor-

mation makes coming to the library unnecessary.
But libraries have another primary mission of signifi-
cant importance, and that is to preserve our society’s
cultural heritage for generations to come. No other
institution outside of museums has this mission in 
our society. At Vanderbilt this part of our core mis-
sion becomes ever more important in the digital age,
where information often has no physical location and
where conditions sometimes place information at 
great risk.

A good example of our mission is the effort to pre-
serve the Contini-Volterra Photographic Archive, a
collection of more than 60,000 photographs primari-
ly of Italian art works. Many of these works were
destroyed in World War II bombings. Without our
efforts to store the photos at optimal temperature and
humidity, make digital copies of them, and catalog
them, this record of Western art would simply be lost.
Not only does the archive serve as a research tool, but
it also allows for alternative approaches to primary visu-
al material.

Likewise, every day we record television news to
preserve a record of how America is informed about
significant events. In partnership with the Library of
Congress, Vanderbilt’s Television News Archive is the

only publicly accessible record of U.S. television news.
The archive is growing in popularity since we opened
its index to Google. Without the Television News
Archive, access to yesterday’s broadcast news would be
impossible for most Americans.

One of our most important preservation activities
is the acquisition of personal papers of noted Vander-
bilt alumni and Nashvillians, especially those connected
to the arts. The acquisition of the papers of noted
Nashville art critic Louise LeQuire is a prime exam-
ple of our efforts to preserve papers both related to the
arts and journalism in Nashville.

Of a more mundane nature but of more immediate
importance to Vanderbilt is our ongoing responsibili-
ty to organize, store and preserve the records of Van-
derbilt’s history. A significant number of Vanderbilt
academic departments and business offices turn over
their historic records to the University Archives for
permanent safekeeping. Hundreds of boxes of records
are added to our collection each year, ready to be retrieved
whenever they are needed. Because the University’s
business and our faculty’s research and scholarship is
increasingly digital, our role in preserving that record
has grown even more complex.The digital world is far
more fragile and transient than the paper world to which
we have been accustomed. Yet it is our mission and
challenge to make sure our history is protected, pre-
served, and made accessible, regardless of format.

—PAU L M. GH ER M A N

FR O M the University Librarian
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T he Nashville arts community was still in its
infancy when Louise Lasseter LeQuire 
was born. But by the time Louise completed

her education at Peabody, BA’45, MA’46, Nash-
ville had become a place where the arts could flour-
ish and thrive. Studio art instruction was available 
by 1910 at Watkins Institute and Ward-Belmont
Junior College. The first community artists’ group,
the Studio Club, formed in 1932 to share informa-
tion and hold exhibits. They would later change 
their name to the Nashville Artist Guild, a respect-
ed resource for exhibition opportunities, advice 
and support.

Onto this scene burst 26-
year-old Louise LeQuire,
hired by the Nashville Ban-
ner in 1950 to be the city’s
first art critic. She held that
position until 1961. Louise
and husband Virgil had four
children during the 1950s,
but motherhood did not slow
her down.

“I had all those babies.
I just remember carrying
them with me—two in my arms and one ‘hipped’
child.The number four child had to take care of her-

Louise LeQuire Papers Span More 
B Y C E L I A WA L K E R , Director of Communications and Library Advancement

Louise LeQuire
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self. I had to go down to the Banner to turn in my column and I
had to be ready at a certain time. During the week I tried to
cover everything in the arts that was going on, and in those days
it was possible. Today, it wouldn’t be possible for one person to
go to everything.”

Those who knew Louise, who passed away last July, were aware
of her love for art, which she expressed as a teacher, patron, writer,
and, most importantly, as an artist. She loved art in all its forms:
music, poetry, and visual art. Over the span of 50 years, Louise col-
lected and saved materials about the changing Nashville arts scene
in “clip and save” files in her Nashville studio. Last spring, she
donated those papers to Special Collections of the Jean and Alexan-
der Heard Library.

In an interview about two months before her death, Louise said,
“It seemed to me that donating these papers to Vanderbilt would
be really the best thing that I could do with them because I can’t

imagine how people in the future would know any of this or re-
member it. At the time you don’t think about that, you just don’t
look ahead. I was glad to find a place to donate them.”

The papers reflect Louise’s lifelong interest: her great affection
for the state’s artists. She followed the careers of many artists—
Avery Handly, Jr., A.C. Webb, Puryear Mims (BA ’26, MA ’28),
William Edmondson and Nashville native Charles “Red”
Grooms to name a few—and used the materials to create articles,
essays and films. Her files contain a wealth of ephemera—
exhibition brochures, catalogs, newspaper clippings — as well 
as photographs and correspondence that paint a picture of 
Nashville’s arts community in the last half of the 20th century.
Such materials are extremely valuable to art historians wanting
to understand the full story of our state’s art development. And
yet they are frequently discarded and lost.That is why Louise’s gift 

than 50 Years of Nashville Arts Scene

Vanderbilt Television News Archive to Digitize
Watergate and Other News Specials

Treasured television news specials broadcast from 1968 to 2003
will become more accessible to the public, thanks to the Van-
derbilt Television News Archive receiving almost $280,000

in new funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
The 1973 Watergate hearings, presidential news conferences, polit-
ical conventions and other gems of the archive’s collection will be
converted from tape to digital format.

For more information, go to http://www.vanderbilt.edu/regis-
ter/articles?id=27199

Director of Vanderbilt Divinity Library 
Receives Promotion

Bill Hook, director of the Vanderbilt Divinity Library, received
a promotion at the fall Divinity School faculty meeting. His
title had been assistant professor of theological bibliography.

Upon the recommendation from the senior faculty and the Divin-
ity dean, he was elevated to professor of the practice of theological
librarianship. Hook oversaw the move from the General Library
Building to the Divinity School while the Divinity Library was being
renovated last summer. He then moved the Divinity Library back
into its renovated quarters and was ready for the students when
they returned in the fall.

New Assistant Dean of the Divinity School 
to Have Library Ties

Beth Boord, new assistant dean for de-
velopment and alumni relations at the
Divinity School, will also have fundrais-

ing ties with the library as director of devel-
opment. Boord, who began her new duties
Aug. 21, had most recently been director of
advancement for Harpeth Hall School, where
she led a successful $44 million campaign.
Her resume includes stints as director of devel-
opment and marketing at the Nature Con-
servancy of Tennessee, vice president of financial development at the
YMCA, and vice president of major gifts for United Way of Middle
Tennessee. Boord and Celia Walker, director of communications 
and library advancement, will work together to raise funds for the
library. “As the library seeks to involve more supporters in its work,
I’m delighted to have Beth as a new colleague and know her strong
fundraising background will be a terrific asset,” Walker said.

Test Pilot Web Site Now Available

The new Test Pilot web site is now available. The site show-
cases pre-production digital tools and services that are in devel-
opment. Try out the featured items and give your feedback

on their usefulness and usability at http://testpilot.library.vanderbilt.edu.

Beth Boord
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In his biography of Charles 
Baudelaire, the late Claude
Pichois, Vanderbilt Distin-

guished Professor of French Emer-
itus, mentioned two reactions to the
French poet’s most celebrated and
infamous work, the collection of
poems titled Les Fleurs du Mal. A
government report called the book,
first published in 1857, “an act of
defiance in contempt of…religion
and morality.” Victor Hugo, on 
the other hand, wrote to praise
Baudelaire by noting, “Your ‘flow-

ers of evil’ are
as radiant and
as dazzling as
stars.” Sub-
sequent reac-
tions have cov-
ered the full
spectrum of
those polarized
opinions, including visual interpreta-
tions of the poems themselves.

Many of Baudelaire’s poems were
erotic, sensuous, and flouted conven-
tional mores. In August 1857, he was

prosecuted for “offending public and religious morality.”
Ultimately, the French court fined Baudelaire 300 francs and
banned six of the most erotic and sexually explicit poems
from the volume.

In the summer of 1944 French artist Henri Matisse began
the project to illustrate Les Fleurs du Mal. The edition was
completed in 1947 and published by La Bibliothèque Française.
This rare first edition has just been acquired by the Jean and
Alexander Heard Library and is one of only 300 copies signed
by the artist (320 copies were printed). It is part of the 
Baudelaire Collection at the W.T. Bandy Center for Baude-
laire and Modern French Studies.

In this book Matisse illustrated
a selection of 33 poems from Les
Fleurs du Mal. His images, mostly
of women’s faces, also include por-
traits of the poets Baudelaire and
Guillaume Apollinaire, and a self-
portrait. Delicate line lithographs
face the first page of each poem.
Matisse also illustrated the work
of such other writers as James Joyce,
Pierre Reverdy, Stephane Mallar-
mé, and Tristan Tzara.

The illustrations of women’s faces,
drawn from models, evoke the spir-
it of each poem. Of particular inter-
est is the poem, L’invitation au voyage,
which contains the famous line 
“Luxe, calme et volupté (Luxury,
peace, and pleasure),” the title of a
1904 painting by Matisse. The
woman’s face opposite this poem is
traced in a few, spare and lyrical lines.

Matisse added designs at the end of each poem, which become
abstract blossoms mirroring the florid quality of the verse.
He also drew the capital letters that begin the first word of
each poem, transforming image to letter. It is said that as
Matisse pondered how to match the character of the poems,
he declared that “the drawing should be the visual equiva-
lent of the poem.”

The recently acquired volume is a testament to the suc-
cess of that ambition. It was acquired at the suggestion of
University Librarian Paul Gherman and with generous fund-
ing provided by The Heard Society. The acquisition of this
rare and valuable volume marks a very special addition to
the Baudelaire Collection’s comprehensive holdings of 
material by and about the poet. This illustrated edition of
Les Fleurs du Mal is a tribute to the creativity of both poet

and artist, to the unique 
union of their visions, and
to the genre of artists’ books.

The newest addition to
the Bandy Center collection
joins more than 200 other
editions of Les Fleurs du 
Mal, spanning more than 
30 languages.

This is indeed a welcomed
addition to the Baudelaire 
Collection because next year
commemorates the 150th
anniversary of the publica-
tion of Les Fleurs du Mal.

Bandy Center Acquires Les Fleurs du Mal Illustrated by
B Y Y V O N N E B O Y E R

Librarian, W.T. Bandy Center

The woman’s face opposite the poem, L’invitation au voyage, is traced in a few, spare and lyrical lines. The poem contains the famous line “Luxe, calme et volupté
(Luxury, peace, and pleasure),” the title of a 1904 painting by Matisse.

Henri Matisse at work, from Matisse et Baudelaire:
[exposition] Musée Matisse, Le Cateau-Cambrésis.
Le Cateau-Cambrésis: Musée Matisse, 1992.

The artist’s portrait of Baudelaire

Headline at top
of page 5:
Signature of
Henri Matisse
from one of his
cover studies 
for Les Fleurs
du Mal.

Left:
The front cover
of Les Fleurs
du Mal as 
illustrated by 
Henri Matisse.

ALL ILLUSTRATIONS 
© 2006 SUCCESSION
H. MATISSE, PARIS /

ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY
(ARS), NEW YORK

A self-portrait of Henri Matisse
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Vanderbilt Divinity Library Completes Renovation 

T he Vanderbilt Divinity Library underwent an
extensive renovation during the summer and was
ready for students when they arrived in mid-

August. The renovation provides the library with addi-
tional space, expanded study areas, and the addition of
four seminar/group study rooms, according to Bill Hook,
director of the Divinity Library. The renovation project
enabled the Divinity Library to acquire the entire second
floor space of the General Library Building. Previously,
Divinity’s space was restricted to the north side of the
second floor. The square footage in the renovated library
jumped to approximately 21,000 square feet from its pre-
vious total of about 15,000 square feet. Not skipping a
beat during the construction, the library moved to tem-
porary quarters in the Vanderbilt Divinity School build-
ing during the summer months.

As previous renovations of libraries on campus have
shown, when facilities are inviting and provide appro-
priate user spaces, use increases dramatically. For profes-
sional and graduate research, particularly with a student
population consisting primarily of commuters rather than
campus residents, library study space is crucial. The ren-
ovated library provides a mixture of casual seating, spaces
for conversation, and collaborative studying, as well as
quiet research areas.The Divinity Library serves
as a hub for student life, as the faculty and cur-
riculum place heavy reliance on library resources
and research.

Physical space influences the way patrons
perceive the collection and also affects the way
in which the library staff develops and provides
services to support patrons. The renovation 
project provided a creative opportunity to design
new space and to develop new library facili-
ties that meet research and teaching needs for
the students and faculty of the Divinity School
and the University.

The Divinity Library renovation project
came in under budget and plans are underway
for additional, though more modest, renova-
tions on the first floor this winter.

Bill Hook, director of the
Divinity Library, stands in
front of the new circulation
desk at the renovated
Divinity Library.
The lobby area received a
complete facelift, and now
contains café-style reading
tables.

GENEROSITY THATSPEAKS 

V O L U M E S
Every year, the support of alumni and friends
allows the Jean and Alexander Heard Library to
expand its collections and enhance its services. This
generosity is vital to maintaining and managing our
first-rate library system.

Now you can be part of this success story by joining
the Friends of the Library.

To find out more about the Friends of the Library,
please contact Beth Boord at 615/322-2929 or
beth.boord@vanderbilt.edu.

To make a gift now, please use the enclosed envelope or
visit our online gift site at www.vanderbilt.edu/giveonline.

Divinity School
students (from
left) Ryan
Brand-Neuroth
and Katie
Ziskovsky sit at
study tables.
In the foreground
is student
Nathan Brown.

Professor Jack Sasson
conducts a class on
Literature of the
Ancient Near East in
one of the new seminar
rooms in the Divinity
Library. Sasson is the
Mary Jane Werthen
Professor of Jewish
Studies and Hebrew
Bible at the Divinity
School.
Right: Students listen
intently to Sasson.
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Consulted: Serrano Segura, José Antonio, La obra poética de Federico García Lorca http://jaserrano.com/glorca/obra.3; Anderson, Andrew A., “Federico García Lorca”

in Dictionary of Literary Biography, vol. 108 (1991): 134-161; Gibson, Ian, Federico García Lorca: A Life (London: Faber and Faber, 1989), p. 420.

Sonnets of Dark Love is a volume that unites two art 
forms in a single work: the passionate poetry of Federico García
Lorca and the exquisite artistry of the gifted illustrator,
Carolyn Trant

F ederico García Lorca is widely regarded as Spain’s
most distinguished 20th-century writer, both as a
poet and as a playwright. He achieved his fame 

during the years between World War I and the Spanish 
Civil War, an era that 
witnessed an explosion
of literature in Spain
unequalled since the
Spanish Golden Age 
of the 16th and 17th 
centuries.

The 11 sonnets in
Sonnets of Dark Love rep-
resent Lorca’s last poet-
ry. Carolyn Trant, an
independent artist and
designer of books, creat-
ed both the book and the
spectacular woodcuts.
The volume is one of a
limited edition of only
30. From her studio in
the south of England she
describes the process:
“Both text and images
are woodcuts on large
sheets of plywood cut
with a knife and scalpel.
They are printed by hand
by burnishing on the
reverse with a spoon—
very labor intensive but
the nature of the hand-
made paper works best

this way…blocks are printed on top or side by side in sev-
eral stages. They take months, years, to print.” She adds,
“My methods are often quite unorthodox but I enjoy work-
ing with very natural materials and finding solutions to the
problems they present.” And she has certainly found the
solutions for the challenges posed by this project, through
the choice of rough Khadi paper from Nepal and the design
of woodcuts that convey the passion of Lorca’s sonnets through
her art.The acquisition of the book was made possible through
funding from the Heard Library Society. This volume joins

other examples of fine
book making as an art
form that are held in
Special Collections.

Born in 1898, Lorca
was already a published
poet while as a student
but his family wanted
him to become a lawyer.
After a brief time read-
ing law at the Universi-
ty of Granada, he left to
continue his studies at
the cultural and intel-
lectual center of Madrid
during that time: the
Residencia de Estudi-
antes, the “student hall
of residence,” a college
based loosely on the
model of Oxford. While
at the “Resi,” as he called
it, Lorca made friends
with poet Rafael Albertí,
filmmaker Luis Buñuel,
and artist Salvador Dalí.
The publication in 1928
of poems celebrating his
native Andalusia and 
its gypsy influences—

Primer romancero
gitano—established
Lorca’s reputation
in his home coun-
try. Despite this
success, he fell into
a period of depres-
sion and left Spain
for a time, travel-
ing and lecturing
in New York, Cu-
ba, Argentina, and
Uruguay. Lorca
returned to Spain
just as the dicta-
torship of Primo 

de Rivera failed and the Spanish Republic was re-established.
He became head of a traveling theater company, La Barra-
ca, which performed both classical and contemporary 
dramas—some written by him—all over the country.

Political polarization in Spain continued to intensify dur-
ing the 1930s. Lorca debated leaving for Cuba or Mexico,
though he did not wish to leave his rumored lover, Rodríguez
Rapún, whom he had met in 1933 through La Barraca. In
July, 1935, Lorca traveled to his hometown of Granada to
join his father for their shared saint’s day. Within days of his
arrival, military rebels took control of the city. Lorca was an
easy target for the rebel group as a poet and intellectual who
was thought to be a homosexual and was a member
of a prominent anti-fascist family. He was shot dur-
ing mass executions by a rebel death squad and buried
in a mass grave. Though he died at the age of 38, he
still remains a renowned writer 70 years later.

Written in 1935, the sonnets were not intended for
publication in book form and were not generally available
until 1984.The title comes from a line in one of the sonnets
that was recalled by the poet Vicente Aleixandre from a pri-
vate reading of them shortly before Lorca’s death. When
Lorca finished his reading, Aleixandre cried out, “What a
heart! How much it must have loved! What it must have

suffered!” The sonnets focus on human relationships and
the sorrow felt because a beloved is absent or indifferent.
The title “amor oscuro” or “dark love” does not refer to Lorca’s
homosexual relationship, despite the fact that he was writ-
ing the verses during a difficult period in his relationship
with Rapún, who may have been his inspiration. Rather, the
“dark love” refers to unrequited love and the verses express
the torment and anguish and often unhappy nature of
relationships, and speak to the essential need of all men and
women for a love that is returned.

No me dejes perder la maravilla
de tus ojos de estatua, ni el acento
que de noche me pone en la mejilla
la solitaria rosa de tu aliento.

Never let me lose the marvel
of your statue-like eyes, or the accent

the solitary rose of your breath
places on my cheek at night.

B Y PA U L A COV I N G T O N

Represents Some of Lorca’s Last Poetry 
Sonnets 

of Dark Love
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P rofessor Hamilton Hazlehurst, then chair of Van-
derbilt’s fine arts department, was visiting the offices
of the Kress Foundation in 1968 when the founda-

tion’s executive director took a call saying that the Conti-
ni-Volterra Photographic Archive would soon be available.
The call had come from the widow of Gualtiero Volterra,
who said that she would like to sell it and see it placed with
either a university or museum. Department legend says that
the receiver had just been placed back on the cradle when
Hazlehurst said, “We’ll take it!”

While admitting that it’s a good story, Hazlehurst said
it was not so easy a process. “I knew it would be a useful
archive and hopefully we might be able to get it, so I passed
the idea along to the dean and he in turn talked with the
chancellor,” recalls the professor emeritus. “They thought
it was a good idea but they didn’t want to just take it
without really knowing what it was all about. So they sent
me to Florence (Italy) to look over the archive. It didn’t take

me long to know that we had to have it if somebody could
come forth with the funds for it.”

Dr. Thomas A. Matthews and his wife, the 
late Ann Hearn Matthews, BA’50,
purchased the collection for $30,000
in 1968 for the Fine Arts Depart-
ment, which housed the 
collection for 35 years.
The Contini-Volterra
Photographic Archive
contains more than
60,000 photographs
of primarily Ital-
ian Renaissance
paintings and
sculptures from
between the
13th and 18th
centuries.
Other Euro-
pean schools of
art are also rep-
resented, espe-
cially the French
and Spanish.

Among the ma-
ny images are works
by such noted artists
as Botticelli, Titian,
Giotto, Tintoretto, Mi-
chelangelo, Leonardo da 
Vinci and Lorenzo Monaco.

The photos are contained in 
375 red Moroccan leather-bound 
boxes. Because most of the photographs 
were taken before World War II, they in-
clude images of art objects that were either destroyed in
bombing during the war, stolen, or no longer exist. That
makes them doubly important for art history scholars.

The archive was transferred from the Fine Arts Depart-
ment to Special Collections at the Jean and Alexander Heard

Library in 2003. There were two reasons for
moving the collection, says Robert Mode,

associate professor of the history 
of art.

“The library indicated 
it had the proper archival

conditions to preserve
it — which we did 

not have—and that 
was very attrac-
tive,” says Mode.
“Special Col-
lections also
had the pos-
sibility of ap-
plying for a
major grant 
to catalogue 
the material,
which in fact
is what has

transpired.”
The Kress

Foundation recent-
ly awarded Spe-

cial Collections a
$170,000 grant to 

catalogue and preserve
the photos and eventually

make the catalogue and 
images available to a world wide

audience online.

“We are doing a tremendous amount of work to make
sure this collection is preserved, and the grant is going to
help with the acquisition of supplies and allow us to hire
enough personnel to devote significant time to the collec-
tion,” says Juanita Murray, director of Special Collections.
“One of the things you have to be careful with, particular-
ly with photographs, is to keep them at the correct tem-
perature and humidity so they can be preserved longer.”

The vault that houses the collection is maintained at 60
degrees with a humidity of 45 to 50 percent—optimal con-
ditions for preserving photographs according to Teresa Gray,
reference archivist for Special Collections.The vault, which
also houses other manuscripts, rare books and photographic
collections, has its own special air conditioning and heat-
ing units as well as its own security system.

Karin Sack, who earned a master’s degree in art history
at Vanderbilt in 2004, has been devoting about 20 percent
of her time to the archive.The grant will enable her to devote
most of her time to cataloguing and developing a data entry
system for each picture and will also provide the funding
for an additional person to help her. Sack’s experience as a 

Library Preserves and Enhances Valuable Contini-Volterra Photographic Archive
B Y L E W H A R R I S

Canaletto (Italian, 1697-1768)
View of the Grand Canal, 1726-1730
Oil on canvas
Birmingham Museum of Art
Contini-Volterra Photographic Archive, Vanderbilt University 
Special Collections

Albrecht Durer
(German,
1471-1528)
Knight, Death
and the Devil,
1513
Engraving
Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston
Photo credit:
Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston
Contini-Volterra
Photographic
Archive,
Vanderbilt
University
Special
Collections

Sandro Botticelli (Italian, 1446–1510)
The Virgin Adoring the Child, 1480-1490
Tempera on panel   
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.
Contini-Volterra Photographic Archive,
Vanderbilt University Special Collections
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museum registrar has been especially helpful in preparing
the collection for digitizing.

“What makes this archive unique is the addition of
specific opinions by top scholars through the period before
and after World War II who used it and would write their
notations and comments literally on the back of each pho-
tograph or attach their notations to it,” Mode says.

“This archive enhances the visual resource of history in
a way that cannot be done by other substitutes,” adds Mode.
“These are large scale photographs of fine detail and quali-
ty that give scholars every opportunity to study all the styles
and personal attributes of a given artist. Of course the orig-
inal would be ideal, but this gives you as good an image as
was possible at the time.”

The photographs were mounted on extra heavy paper
stock but most of the images have some slight curling and,
occasionally, minor buckling. Heavy archival sheet protec-
tors are being used to gradually flatten the photographs. A
number of images also suffer from acid burn, causing a
yellowing of the emulsion. Because the photographs were
printed on acidic paper, Sack places each one in non-acidic
plastic sleeves and stores them in non-acidic folders in non-
acidic boxes.

The archive of photographs was started by Count Alessan-
dro Contini Bonacossi, a noted art connoisseur in the 1930s,
as a way to reference and guide his art purchasing.

The count was quite a colorful person by all accounts. He
was made a count by Italian dictator Benito Mussolini in
exchange for a promise to give his art collection to the coun-
try upon his death. Contini Bonacossi was later made a sen-
ator of the Kingdom of Italy.

Count Contini hired noted art historian Evelyn Sand-
berg-Vavala to organize the photographs before World War

II, and the archive was later acquired by antiquarian Gualtiero
Volterra and augmented by art scholar Mina Gergori. The
collection was created between the 1930s and 1960s with
large numbers of images taken before 1940.

According to Sack, some examples of art objects docu-
mented in the archives that no longer exist because of World
War II bombing or which have been transferred or separat-
ed over the years include:

• Frescos from the Church of Saint Apollonia of Mezzaratta.
Photographed as they were at Mezzaratta, the frescos have
since transferred to the National Gallery of Bologna.
• Two altarpiece panels by Jacopino de Francesco de’ Bavosi
(National Gallery of Bologna). This historical photograph
features both panels fitted together as one object. They are
currently separated as two distinct art objects.
• Coronation of the Virgin by Altichiero, formerly at the
Chiesa degli Eremitani in Padua. No longer exists.
• A crucifixion scene with the Trinity and Mary Magda-
lene by an unknown 14th century artist at the Church of St.
Zeno, Verona. Damaged fresco exposing an older Byzantine
fresco underneath.

Both the Getty Foundation and the National Gallery
of Art in Washington, D.C., were apparently anxious to snap
up the archive, only to learn that Vanderbilt had the inside
track. Regardless of how the collection may have been acquired,
Mode says getting it “was a major coup.” The archive has
been in Vanderbilt’s possession for 40 years and, with the
help of the Library’s preservation efforts and digitizing, its
life expectancy is now virtually limitless.

Titian (Italian,
1488-1576)
Portrait of Ranuccio
Farnese, 1542
Oil on canvas
National Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C.
Contini-Volterra
Photographic Archive,
Vanderbilt University
Special Collections

Under the new Pension Protection Act of 2006
you’ll avoid paying taxes on amounts
transferred directly (“rolled

over”) from your IRA to Vanderbilt
University. Under the old law, all
withdrawals from an IRA were includ-
ed in taxable income.

About Charitable IRA 
Rollover gifts:

• You must be at least age 701/2.
• The new rule applies only for tax years 2006 and 2007.
• You can give $100,000 maximum per year from your IRA.
• The IRA rollover may not be used for dues, tickets 

or dinners.
• The new rollovers satisfy your Required Minimum 

Distribution.

To find out more, please contact Vanderbilt’s
Planned Giving staff at 615/343-3113, 
888/758-1999 or plannedgiving@vanderbilt.edu.

HEARD SOCIETY
Members of the Heard Library Society, named for
Chancellor and Mrs. Alexander Heard, generously 
gave $1,000 or more during the year.

Marie S. Aden 
William Arnold (BA’73)
Perry H. Biddle (DMIN’73) 
Robert Blagojevich and Julie D. Blagojevich 
Felix L. Caldwell (BA’76)
John Talley Cunningham (BA’79) 
Robert H. Davis (MA’64, PhD’69) 
Walter T. Durham (BA’48, MA’56) and 

Anna Durham (BA’49)
Paul M. Gherman 
Elaine Goleski (MA’80) and Howard Smith 
John P. Greer (BA’72, MD’76) and 

Gay Nienhuis Greer (BSN’74)
Virginia M. Holladay (BA’46) 
Caroline Hope Hunt (BA’01) 
Joseph A. Little (BA’40, MD’43) and 

Sarah Goodpasture Little (BA’40)
Gloria Jean Calkins Love 
Joseph L. May and 

Lynn Hewes May (BA’60, MED’82)
Holland Nimmons McTyeire (BA’81, JD’84) and 

Tippi A.McTyeire 
Stephen Bond Payne (BA’92) and 

Lori Renee Duphorne Payne (BS’92)
Michael Perik 
Robin Raborn (BA’75)
Harris D. Riley Jr. (BA’45, MD’48) and 

Margaret Barry Riley 
Steven A. Riley (BA’74, JD’78) and 

Laura Trickett Riley (BA’74)
Karl B. Schnelle Jr. 
Lester H. Smith (BE’54) and 

Kathryn W. Smith (BA’53, MLS’70)*
Jim Squires (BA’66) 
Marc Kermit Stengel (A’78) and Terry H. Stengel 
Ann Ward Talcott (BA’67) 
Cornell K. Teoman and Elizabeth Teoman (BA’68)
William E. Turner (BA’54) and Cathy Wilson Turner 
W. Ridley Wills II (BA’56) and Irene Jackson Wills 
David K. Wilson (BA’41) and Paula R. Wilson (BA’54)
Flo Wilson and William S. Longwell 
Matthew Aaron Wilson (BS’96, MED’00) 
Suzanne Macksoud Wooten (A’73)
Jean Acker Wright (BA’49, MALB’51) 

FR IENDS OF  THE  L IBRARY
The Friends of the Library include all supporters 
who made a gift of $35 or more during the year.

William C. Abbott (BE’73) 
Benjamin F. Adams Jr. and Nancy C. Adams (BA’55)
Jeffrey Guy Adams (BS’84) 
William M. Akers (BS’78)
John M. Alden (BA’65) 
Ward S. Allen (BA’47, MA’49, PhD’63) and 

Peggy McComas Allen (BA’46)
Antonio J. Almeida Jr. (BA’78) and 

Margaret Taylor Almeida (BS’79) 
Daniel A. Atkinson and Mary Collins Atkinson (BA’71) 
Robert T. Atkinson III (BA’66) 
Ann Babington (BA’70) 
Paul H. Barnett (BA’55, MD’58)
Gary Dean Beasley (BA’90, JD’93) 
Melanie Clemmons Becker (BA’79) 
Edwin W. Benson Jr. (BA’67) 
Lauren Schildt Benson (BA’87) 
Nell Matlock Benton (MLS’81) 
F. Tremaine Billings Jr. 
Karla Ham Bishop (BA’90) 
Alan Dent Bostick (BA’82) and 

Katherine Chenault Bostick 
Catherine Gardner Bowling (BA’60) 
Joseph Brenner Jr. (JD’72) 
Juliet Michelle Bridgesmith (MED’01) 
John R. Bridgewater (A’45) and 

Betty Anderson Bridgewater (BA’47) 
Elbert D. Brooks and Charlotte L. Brooks 
Lyn Evelyn Brown (BA’60) 
Billy F. Bryant (MA’48, PhD’54) and Mary Nelle Bryant
Jeannette Kimberly Bryant (BS’91) 
Brian Burr (BMUS’72) and 

Carol Brooks Burr (BME’73, MLS’80)
Harry A. Butler (PhD’59) and 

Mary Jane Butler (BSN’57) 
James M. Byers and Melanie M. Byers 
David L. Carlton 
Linda L. Carter
James L. Charles (BA’73) and 

Melissa Grant Charles (BA’74, MA’75)
Lisa Trimble Christenson (BA’89) 
Rudolph B. Clark (BLS’49) 
Martha J. Clift (A’56) 
Peter Coccia (MA’80) and 

Nena Louise Couch (BA’72, MMUS’75, MLS’83)

continued on next page
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(July 1, 2005, through June 30, 2006). To learn more about supporting the
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contact Beth Boord at 615/343-4717 or beth.boord@vanderbilt.edu.

                    



Kathryn Louise Lowma McMillan (MED’94) 
John H. McMinn III (MAT’71, MLS’73) 
Samuel T. McSeveney and Sandra J. McSeveney
Edgar A. Meyer Jr. and Cornelia Lord Heard 
Bettie H. Miller 
Graham W. Mintz (MLS’76) 
Mary Lou Montagna 
Robert H. Montgomery Jr. (BA’75) 
Charles Brown Moore (BA’63) 
J. Scott Moore (BS’74) 
Margaret B. Moore (A’47) 
Rayburn S. Moore (BA’42, MA’47)
William Robertson Moore (MD’82) and Mary Courtney Moore (PhD’92)
Donald W. Morford and Margaret W. Morford (BA’71, MLS’72) 
Thomas R. Nabors Jr. and Lucille C. Nabors (BA’57, MA’67) 
Daphne M. Nicar 
Marilyn Tuck Oakes (BMUS’74, MMUS’75) 
Bradley Lane Ottinger (MED’93) 
John T. Page and Florida Elliot Page (BA’93) 
Wendill Haggin Parrish (BE’91)
P. Takis Patikas (MD’65) and Louise Green Patikas (MD’65)
Jennifer Bridget Patterson (BA’89) 
Stephen M. Paulsen (BS’90) 
Chadwick Thomas Payne (BA’93) 
Jay Leslie Perry (BE’85) and Gretchen Edland Perry (BE’85) 
F. Carter Philips (BA’65) and Linda Downs Philips 
Alan C. Pierce (BS’77) 
Dewayne Arnold Pigg (BME’73) and Nancy A. Pigg
John W. Poindexter (BA’46, MA’48) and Judith Poindexter
Richard N. Porter (BA’54, MA’58) and Brigette Porter (BA’61, MA’64)
William C. Pratt Jr. (MA’51, PhD’57) and Anne R. Pratt (BA’52, MA’54)
Richard A. Pride
Dana Yael Rabin (BA’87) 
Mary McTyeire Radle
Jerry Lee Rehm (BA’72) and Karen Smith Rehm (MA’72)
Allen Hamilton Reynolds (MLS’75) and Katherine Spoerri Reynolds (MLS’74)
William Russell Ries and Susie Webb Ries 
James Lloyd Riley (BS’89) and Joyce Po-Wen Riley (BS’90) 
Ruth G. Robbins (BA’57, MS’67) 
John B. Romeiser (MA’72 PhD’75) 
Betty Virginia Ryalls (MLS’72) 
Margaret H. Sarner 
Jack M. Sasson and Sarah Diane Sasson 
Edward Francis Schultz (BE’98) and Catherine King Schultz (BA’00) 
Sander Schwartz and Diane S. Vanette (BME’69) 
Ben Johnson Scott (BA’00, JD’04) and 

Lauren Vaughan Scott (BS’99, MED’03)
Ava F. Sellers (MA’45) 
Dieter H. Sevin and Ingrid A. Sevin (D’68) 
Alfred Dandridge Sharp III (BA’70) and Mrs. Katherine P. Sharp (BA’70)
Robert K. Sharp (BA’52, MA’54) and Lillian Norton Cornelius Sharp (BA’52)
Lisa C. Terranova Shipman
Murlene Drake Sides (BS’61) 
Sandra Davenport Simpson (BA’90) 
Carl C. Smith Jr. and Carol K. Smith

George P. Smith II
Helmut W. Smith and Meike G. Werner
Kathleen I. Smith
William P. Smith and Ruth Arbitman Smith (MA’74, PhD’77) 
Mildred T. Stahlman (BA’43, MD’46)
Mary Lane Stain (BA’66) 
E. Jeffrey Stann (BA’66, MA’68, PhD’75) and Patsy Haley Stann (BA’66) 
Phillip O. Staples (MA’74, PhD’75) and Jo Ann Staples (MA’73, PhD’75) 
Pavel Svihra and Shirley Joy Svihra (BA’56, MA’58)
Sharon R. Swanson (BA’90) 
Jesse Taylor Jr. (BA’64)
Nancy Jean Thier (BSN’68)
Janet L. Thomason 
Robert Bell Thompson (BA’80) 
Robert P. Thomson (BA’48) 
Joseph B. Trahern Jr. (BA’58, MA’59) 
Holly Tucker
Thomas Ricker Vandever (PhD’71) 
Steven Kent Vann (BS’80) 
Durbin Paul Vido (BA’88) and Jennifer L. Vido (BS’90)
Judith Sommervold Villarreal (MLS’73)
Conrad Wagner and Mary Jane Wagner
Robert C. Walker (MA’81) and Celia Walker (MA’85)
Andrew Webster Warner (BS’98) and Sarah Catherine David Warner (BS’98) 
James M. Weaver (BA’84) and Frances Thomas Martin-Weaver (BS’86)
Joseph Lawrence Wheeler (PhD’75)
James B. White and Mary F. White (BA’70) 
Karen Susan Whittier (BA’84, MED’91)
F. Clark Williams Jr.
Olga P. Williams
William Battle Williford (BA’05) 
Calhoun Winton (MA’50) and Elizabeth Winton (BA’47) 
Beulah Marie Woodfin (BA’58) 
Richard E. Wrangle (BDiv’58) 
Robert Wright
David R. Yates (BA’69) 
William J. Yost (JD’73)

These  ind iv idua ls  have  cont r ibu ted
the i r  persona l  papers  or  l i b rar ies .

John J. Czura
Mary Margaret Farringer
Edwin S. Gleaves
Claire Poggenburg Gonzáles 
Edwin Hamlett 
Joanne Hayes 
J. León Helguera
Bill Horne 
Tom and Jean Lee
Louise LeQuire
Barry Lichter
Arthur M. Mellor
Nashville Peace and Justice Center
Charles Swift Northen III
Richard A. Pride

Harris D. Riley Jr. 
Karl B. Schnelle Jr.
Jim Squires 
Richard Stearns
Robert Stempfel
Gerald E. Stone
Richard Tanner
Jesse Taylor Jr.
Joe Thompson Jr.
Eva Touster 
Richard Vann 
John W. Wade
John W. Williamson
Rosemary Zibart

*Bequest commitment

Gillis Byrns Coleman (MA’71, PhD’76) and 
Alice Brunson Coleman (MLS’67, EDS’79)

Robert D. Collins Sr. (BA’48, MD’51) and Elizabeth Bruce Cate Collins (BA’50)
Joe Lena Collins (MA’68, EDS’75) 
Paul Keith Conkin (MA’53, PhD’57) and Dorothy L. T. Conkin
Mary E. Colosia Conn
James F. Conrad and Martha Baither Conrad (BSN’78) 
Fred M. Corum (A’37) 
Michael W. Cothren (BA’73)
William J. Courtenay (BA’57) 
Robert W. Courtney (BA’77) 
Robert N. Covington (JD’61) and Paula Anne Covington (MLS’71, MA’94)
Marillyn F. Craig (MLS’81) 
Eileen S. Crawford (MTS’94)
Philip S. and Barbara Crooke
Eileen Cunningham 
Anne R. Dale (A’55) 
Kay T. Davenport (BA’59)
Kevin R. Davis (MA’88, PhD’89, JD’93) and Anne Zuberer (MED’87) 
Brad DeJardin and Whitney Karm DeJardin (BA’91)
David Richard DeLapp (MS’92, PhD’05) and 

Rossanne Pitpitan DeLapp (BE’91, MED’95, MS’03)
Charles F. Delzell and Eugenia R. Delzell 
Donna Marie DeStefano (MED’87) 
Robert McDowell Diehl (A’77) and Sallie C. Smartt Diehl (BA’77)
Samuel Ellenport 
Patricia W. Estes 
Christopher Thomas Fahrenbach (BA’97) 
Robert Louis Fischer (MPP’89, PhD’94) 
Alice Rogers Fitzgibbon (BA’70) 
William Edward Fitzgibbon (BA’90) and Dawn Victoria S. Fitzgibbon (MBA’00)
Forrest Jefferson Flowers (BS’85, MS’87)
Randall Duncan Ford (BME’77, MS’78) and Melanie Baker Ford (BS’77)
Robert A. Foster (BE’71) 
David Samuel Fott (BA’83) 
Bobby Jean Steele Frost (BMUS’53)
James M. Galbreath 
John Sexton Gannon (BA’83) 
Steven Edward Garlock (BA’84) and Britt Challoner Garlock (BS’87) 
Sandra Fernald Gerow (BA’65)
Malcolm Getz 
Emily Wells Gianfortoni (BA’68) 
Edwin S. Gleaves and Janey Thompson Gleaves 
Kurt S. Gleeson (JD’83) 
Ann W. Goodpasture (BA’53, MLS’65) 
Charles J. Graffeo (A’56) 
Jennifer Hoepner Graves (BS’94)
Thomas A. Groover (BE’72)
James Ransom Gustafson (BA’79) 
John M. Haar III
Russell G. Hamilton and Cherie Y. Hamilton
Ann Baile Hamric (BSN’70)
Paul H. Hardacre 
Loy George Hardcastle Jr. (BS’72) 
Frances Hardie (MLS’68, PhD’80) 

Erwin C. Hargrove and Julia M. Hargrove 
Richard B. Hart and Jean S. Hart
Alan E. Harzman 
Chris E. Hauer Jr. (BDIV’55, PhD’59) and Elizabeth B. Hauer (BSN’55, MLS’66)
Theodore J. Haywood (MD’52) and Nancy Ferguson Haywood 
Christopher C. Heard 
Ann H. Helsabeck 
T. Mark Hodges and Judith Hodges
Betty Jane Hollender 
Kenneth Brian Hoo (BS’96, MED’01) 
William John Hook (MA’85, PhD’92) and Theresa Hook
Susan M. Hooper (BA’53) 
William Collins Horne (BA’80)
Lou Ellen Horwitz (BA’91) 
Jane E. Howard (A’49) 
Ann J. Huckaba 
Bill Jackson 
Joan Knight James (BS’67, MLS’76) 
Martha T. Jeffords (BA’63) 
W. Lewis Jenkins Jr. (BS’88, JD’95) and Amanda Porter Jenkins
Donald Wayne Jones (MLS’80) 
Noel Bassi Joyce (BSN’77) 
Karen Scofield Kaiser (BA’89) 
Edward S. Kelly Jr. (BA’67, JD’70) 
John A. Kerechek 
Richard H. King (JD’71) 
John W. Kitchens Jr. (MA’63, PhD’69) and Lynne Kitchens (MA’66) 
Susan Williams Knowles (BA’74, MLS’75, MA’86) 
Julia Starnes LaFevor (BA’55)
Cleopheus Laurance Lane (PhD’83) and Lauree Fontaine Lane (PhD’81) 
Sovern John Larkins (BA’52) and Elizabeth Bales Gardner Larkins (BA’53)
James Hayden Laster Jr. (MA’63 PhD’73)
Betty Calhoun Latture (MLS’75)
Brenda M. Leach 
Anna L. Letcher 
Stratton Lindenmeyer (BA’53) 
J. Stanley Lindgren (BS’85) 
Andrea D. M. Lustig (BA’84)
John M. Lyda 
John Randolph Lynch (MA’75)
Constance Marsh MacDonald (BA’57)
Jerome P. Magdovitz (BA’57) 
Pazetta Ann Mallette 
Andrea Maneschi 
Leah Marcus 
Ann Jeryl Martin (BA’68, MLS’69)
Louise Armistead Martin (A’51)
Julian D. Mason Jr. (MA’54) and Elsie May Mason (MAT’54)
Charles E. Mayes (MD’65) and Carol S. Mayes (BSN’63) 
Jack H. McCall Jr. (BA’83) 
John A. McCarthy 
Brian A. McEwen (BA’74) 
Bobby T. McFarland (BA’56) 
Christopher Andrew McGraw (BA’93) and Leslie Jo Tottenham (BA’93)
L. Clifford McKee (BA’54, MD’57) and Guat Siew Lee
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LOUISE LEQUIRE: ARTIST, WRITER, TEACHER, PATRON

LEQUIRE PAPERS, 
continued  from page 3

T he Nashville arts community was
still in its infancy when Louise
Lasseter LeQuire 

was born. But by the time Louise com-
pleted her education at Peabody, BA’45,
MA’46, Nash-
ville had become a place where the arts
could flourish and thrive. Studio art instruc-
tion was available 
by 1910 at Watkins Institute and Ward-
Belmont Junior College. The first com-
munity artists’ group, the Studio Club,
formed in 1932 to share information and
hold exhibits. They would later change 
their name to the Nashville Artist Guild,
a respected resource for exhibition oppor-
tunities, advice 

Louise L. LeQuire, American   1924–2006   Pond Mists, 2000   Watercolor on paper   31" x 40"   
Courtesy of the LeQuire family 

                 




